MSS GC February Meeting Summary
02/23/2022 from 7-8:30 p.m. CT

Actions Taken

• (GCAI) Letter to BoT Regarding Change to 2020 Title IX Regulations: Motion to ensure the letter overlaps with MSS policy before sending on behalf of the section. Will discuss further and provide action before April. Motion passes.
• (GCAI) Need for MSS to Lead on GME Expansion at MAC: Motion that we will not formally request a change in MAC and are happy to connect student with CME to discuss potential programming/ed issues around the topic of GME funding within the section. MAC is not within the purview of the MSS. Motion passes.
• (GCAI) Addiction Medicine Advocacy - Request for MSS Addiction Medicine Affairs Committee: Motion to not create an additional standing committee. Propose to the IOP.ETF task force that they consider elaborating the goals and objectives of MSS Standing Committees in our IOPs. The student can reach out to different addiction medicine societies and get a representative for the MSS Assembly. Motion passes.
• AMA Foundation Region Liaisons: Motion to reach out to region chairs with recommendation from GC and AMA student Board members: 1.) any regions that have exclusive AMA Foundation liaison positions be written out of bylaws to take place at the expiration at the end of the tenure 2.) all regions designate within their bylaws one member of their GC roster to serve as the formal region level liaison to the AMA Foundation. Motion passes.

Topics Discussed

• Finalizing the Sunset Mechanism Report
• Adjusting the timeline for Standing Committee reports to allow for more review
• Engagement at the MSS June 2022 Meeting
• Delegates are encouraging people to post to the MSS Open Forum and offer resources
• GRAF is working to execute MAC